Abstract. Protocols that govern the interactions between software components are a popular means to support the construction of correct component-based systems. Previous studies have, however, almost exclusively focused on static component systems that are not subject to evolution. Evolution of component-based systems with explicit interaction protocols can be defined quite naturally using aspects (in the sense of AOP) that modify component protocols. A major question then is whether aspect-based evolutions preserve fundamental correctness properties, such as compatibility and substitutability relations between software components.
Introduction
Interaction protocols are a popular means to construct correct component-based systems and document them (see, e.g., [8, 17, 23] ). A major question for the evolution of component-based systems is whether evolution preserves compositional properties of these systems, in particular compatibility and substitutability of components, two fundamental notions that are typically defined in terms of subset relationships of trace sets (and sometimes failure sets) admitted by the original and evolved versions of a system [15, 23] . Currently, almost all componentbased systems with interaction protocols have used finite-state protocols, including all of the previously cited ones. Recently, however, approaches using more expressive non-regular protocols have been proposed [3, 19] .
If software components are equipped with interaction protocols, evolution of component-based systems can frequently be expressed in a concise manner using aspects that modify executions that have to conform to such protocols. In the last couple of years different researchers have considered protocol-modifying aspect languages, notably [4, 6, 14, 22] . However, none of these approaches has explored the preservation of compositional properties of software components in the context of aspects modifying such interaction protocols. Among the very few that have touched on this question, Farías [7] proposes the extension of the language of regular aspects by protocol-modifying operators and considers proof techniques for the resulting finite-state based aspects.
We consider how compositional properties can be defined and verified in the context of the evolution of components that are equipped with a more expressive brand of interaction protocols, protocols defined in terms of Visibly Pushdown Automata (VPA) [2] . VPA allow to define protocols that include well-formed nested contexts, such as correct nesting of recursive calls to and returns from a server. VPAs are strictly more expressive than finite-state automata (which generate regular languages) but strictly less so than pushdown automata (which generate context-free languages). In contrast to finite-state based systems, VPA-based protocols allow (some) nested terms of, e.g., call and returns, to be correctly matched without having to restrict the nesting depth. In contrast to pushdown automata, VP languages are closed under all basic operations, including intersection and complement, and all basic decision problems are decidable.
In this paper, we present two main contributions. First, we present four extensions to the language of VPA-based aspects [14] that are useful in the context of component evolution for distributed applications: a more general definition of sequence pointcuts, a new pointcut operator that allows nested contexts to be matched if their depths exceed a threshold, a permutation for well-balanced contexts and a new advice construct that allows to close an open nested context, e.g., for error handling purposes. We motivate how these extensions can be used in the context of the evolution of software components for the implementation of distributed search algorithms typical, e.g., for P2P applications. Second, we show how compatibility and substitutability properties of component-based applications can be proven if interaction protocols are subject to evolution using VPA-based aspects. We present, in particular, how some composition properties can be handled fully in terms of the properties of protocol-operators even in the presence of aspects.
The paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 motivates using VPA-based aspects to define evolution of distributed components with explicit protocols and to verify the preservation of compositional properties for those systems. Sec. 3 presents the VPA-based aspect language and defines the four extensions to the language. Sec. 4 presents the proof techniques for the preservation of composition properties in the presence of aspects. In Sec. 5 we discuss related work before concluding in Sec. 6.
Motivation
The large majority of component-based systems is based on components whose interfaces define sets of (method or function) signatures that correspond to services provided by the component. Furthermore, signatures that correspond to services that a component requires to be provided from other components are also frequently declared as part of component interfaces. Such interfaces do not, however, specify any information about the semantics of provided and required services. With such a notion of components, component evolution therefore has to be defined essentially on the level of component implementations and component properties, such as compatibility (that ensures that two components communicate correctly) and substitutability (that ensures that a component can be substituted without problems for another one in arbitrary usage contexts), can only be defined in terms of service signatures, i.e., not including any guarantees on the effective behavior of the components.
Protocols that govern component interactions and that are explicit in component interfaces have been proposed as a means to overcome these limitations. Changes to interaction protocols allow modelling component evolution in terms of modifications because they enable the specification of new restrictions on previously enabled communications between components. Furthermore, compatibility and substitutability properties can be formally based on the interaction protocols. Interaction protocols have mostly been defined in terms of finite-state automata (e.g., [8, 17, 23] ), only a few have considered more expressive non-regular protocol languages (e.g., [3, 19] ). None of these approaches, have considered component properties in the context of dependencies involving recursive computations, which are, however, crucial to a large class of application domains.
In order to motivate the special requirements of such application domains, let us consider a quite typical representative, P2P algorithms, in particular, the approach to unstructured P2P networks proposed by Lv et al. [13] . A central proposal of this work is a particular algorithm to search a decentralized and unstructured P2P network. The basic algorithm can be summarized as follows. When a peer initiates a search to find a document, it sends a corresponding query message to (some of) its neighbors in some order. When a peer receives a query message it first checks its local store and replies to the query with the corresponding file if it is found locally. Otherwise, it forwards the request to its neighbors. To ensure termination, this search protocol makes use of a time-tolive (TTL) value in order to limit the search space. This value is decremented at each peer that is visited and the search is stopped when 0 is reached.
From a component point of view the behavior on a node we consider can be characterized by the incoming and outgoing communication events as shown in Fig. 1 that can be seen as defining its signature-based interface. The P2P algorithm most basically consists of nodes sending out query messages and receiving reply messages from its neighbors. Furthermore a node may abort on-going queries if requested to do so (abortRequest). Finally, a node may join or quit the P2P network. All of the (regular or non-regular machine based) approaches to interaction protocols cited above do not permit to express (many) fundamental protocols that involve the recursive nature of the search algorithm in the above P2P context. Furthermore, none of those allow to reason about the properties underlying such protocols. VPA-based protocols allow to directly define many of such protocols and enable formal reasoning about correctness properties for components defined in terms of them. Finally, aspects over interaction protocols allow component evolution to be expressed naturally; VPA-based aspects enable evolutions including modifications to such recursive behaviors to be defined and the verification of the preservation of composition properties in such cases.
To illustrate the basic advantage of VPA-based aspects over regular aspects, consider the (regular) protocol for aborting queries that is shown in Fig. 2 . If an abort request occurs a query should be aborted and new queries only be enabled after abortion has been performed. With aspects, abort requests can be performed by triggering an advice abort when the execution event abortRequest occurs: we note such a basic aspect as abortRequest £ abort. The (complete) regular aspect shown in the figure allows these interactions; however, it does not enforce the restriction that abort requests should only be allowed if there is at least one on-going query. This is a reasonable constraint if abortion is an operation which might consume much time or other resources. Moreover, the protocol in Fig. 2 also allows the number of replies occurring at state 1 to exceed the number of queries (which is obviously an unreasonable situation). In contrast to finite-state automata, VPA have a stack which can be used to distinguish different calls to the same method. This way, the constraint of allowing abort requests only if there are on-going queries can be expressed, e.g., using the VPA shown in Fig. 3 . The main characteristics of VPA is that calls and returns are distinguished by well-distinguished push and pop symbols on a stack, and a return transition can only be performed if the symbol of a matching call is on top of the stack. Call and return operations in the protocol are indexed with symbols which are pushed or popped on the VPA stack; furthermore return operations are underlined. In the VPA example in Fig. 3 , the stack symbols allow to distinguish the first query operation from the remaining ones and the VPA behavior thus ensures that in state 2 only a number of replies can be performed that equals the number of queries done at state 2 (i.e., with index q), while the query with index f st performed between states 1 and 2 remains on the stack: therefore in state 2 there is always at least one query on the stack and abort requests are always made in an appropriate state. Basically, the example illustrates that VPA allow to "count" calls and allow to require that the number of returns match the number of calls. Finally, note that typical modifications to such recursive algorithms, such as stopping a recursive algorithm at a given call depth, cannot be directly expressed using regular structures: they can only be expressed using finite-state structures by fixing the maximum number of open recursive calls. Such a constraint is, however, (i) unpractical in application contexts such as P2P networks where the recursive depth to which a network is to be explored may be rather large and (ii) signifies that no general composition properties, i.e., that do not include such limits on the recursion depth, can be proven for regular aspects. VPA-based aspects provide a solution for these two problems for a large set of recursive interaction protocols. 
Extending VPA-Based Aspects for Component Evolution
In this section we present the VPA-based aspect language that we propose for component evolution. After presenting the main characteristics of the language by a small example, we first introduce the pointcut and advice operators that we have introduced to cope with component evolution; this part focuses on the four operators that are new compared to our previous proposal [14] . We then present the formal definition of the complete aspect language and give an informal account of the semantics of the language.
VPA-Based Aspects by Example
In the motivation, we have presented an aspect to abort search queries after an abortRequest message has been received. The VPA-based aspect that ensures that aborts are only performed if at least one search query is active, can be defined using our language as follows:
As common for aspect languages, the above aspect definition essentially consists of a pointcut definition, which defines the sequences of execution events the aspect matches, and an advice definition, which defines the actions to be executed once a match occurs.
In the above aspect definition, the pointcut specifies sequences of events of interest for components providing services for P2P search protocol as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Repetitions in a pointcut are defined using the 'μ' operator, bind a recursion variable (b in the outermost repetition above) and extend to the next occurrence of the recursion variable. Sequences of events are formed using the sequencing operator ';'. A choice among two or more matching events is expressed by operator ' '. For instance, "μc. query q reply q ; c" presents a pointcut that repeatedly matches query or reply events. Furthermore, VPA call as well as return events are indexed with stack symbols; VPA returns are underlined. For example, query fst and reply fst will match only the first query and its corresponding last reply of the search process.
The above aspect contains only one advice, the call to abort in the final branch of the choice that contains the basic aspect abortRequest abort consisting of a single event triggering the advice.
Pointcut and Advice Operators for Component Evolution
Calls and corresponding returns that are used in pointcuts of VPA-based aspects enable well-balanced contexts to be used in interaction protocols, matched during program execution and statically analyzed, e.g., for conflicts with other VPAbased aspects. Such aspects may be concisely defined in terms of operators that are specialized to well-balanced contexts. In the following, we introduce four operators (three pointcut operators and one advice operator) that extend our previous language and show how these operators benefit component evolution in the context of P2P systems.
Depth-dependent operators. In addition to restricting the depth of recursion as above, evolution of P2P distributed algorithms often aims at the optimization of the underlying traversal strategy through heuristics to perform a more superficial but faster search on nodes whose distance from the root node exceeds a certain threshold. Since VPA faithfully allow to define the depth of nested terms, such heuristics can be directly expressed using a pointcut operator D >k m that matches only calls to m that occur at a depth larger than k. For example, the following aspect caches queries at depth greater than 5 (where μa. . . . ; a denotes recursion in VPA-based aspects):
General sequencing operator. Aspect languages for protocols typically include a sequence operator ; on the pointcut level. Sequences of events in pointcuts may, however, match executions according to different semantics. Most frequently, the sequence a; b matches an execution trace that contains the event a followed by a sequence of arbitrary events except b followed by the event b. Using this semantics -which has been pioneered by the approach of stateful aspects [4] and used in numerous others (e.g., JAsCo [21] as well as our previous approach to VPA-based aspects [14] -the aspect join ; μa. query q £ saveContext ; a waits for the current node to join a network and then repeatedly saves the local context (e.g., on a backup server) if a query occurs.
This sequencing operator does not fit some common situations in evolution scenarios. Consider the two following cases: -Components are extended by a backup operation that makes superfluous the (potentially costly) context saving but only if the backup is executed immediately after the query operation. -General query operations must not be performed in certain cases, e.g., if an erroneous situation occured or a certain neighbor has to be excluded from the search.
These scenarios are instances of two general problems: the sequence operator introduced above does not allow us to define that occurrences of events have to immediately follow a particular event (even if the pointcut language includes a negation operator). Furthermore, it is tedious to exclude traces by excluding specific sets of individual events that are not allowed to occur.
In order to allow the concise definition of evolutions of the such kind, i.e., by arbitrary interleaving as well as through the (mandatory) absence of interleaving we propose a general sequencing operator ; I where I specifies the set of events that may be interleaved between the argument events (I may be ∅ to exclude any interleaving or the set of all events to allow arbitrary interleaving).
Permutation operator for well-balanced contexts. Permutation operators are frequently used for the construction of protocols that allow the arbitrary interleaving of sets of events. In the presence of well-balanced contexts, interleavings of calls as well as calls and corresponding returns are subject to restrictions that cannot be modeled simply using the standard permutation function that generates all permutations.
In P2P networks, for instance, a query on one node that triggers a query on a neighbor, e.g., q 1 followed by q 2 , must be followed by replies in the reverse order r 2 , r 1 . The permutation q 1 , q 2 , r 1 , r 2 is not valid.
An advice operator to close open calling contexts.
One major characteristics of a P2P network is the dynamism of peers. They can come and go unpredictably and thus it is common to have queries without corresponding replies. Subnetworks may be disconnected or messages lost. Error handling for those situations may involve the introduction of events that close a number of open recursive calls in order to skip the traversal of part of the underlying distributed network in which an error occured. Using VPA-based aspects such error handling strategies can be expressed using the advice-level operation closeOpenCall m that closes the open call to m: pointcuts matching on nested contexts can then be used to restrict the application of such advice to appropriate parts of the network. The following example illustrates the use of a closing operator to add a number of "fake" replies to queries when the query exceeds a given connection timeout (where denotes the choice between alternatives): Figure 4 presents the complete syntax of VPA-based aspects. (The operators introduced above that extend the language of [14] , are marked by boxes.) A represents aspects which are defined by VPA-based expressions over basic aspects P £ Ad where P is a pointcut, and Ad is an advice action.
Syntax
A pointcut P is constructed from terms T denoting method calls or returns or local operations (that may not influence the stack) as well as conjunctions and complements of terms. As discussed above, the sequencing operator ; I is the general sequencing operator where I specifies the type of events allowed to interleave between two other events. Furthermore, pointcuts allow regular expressions of events to be matched (remember that VPA are strictly more expressive than finite-state automata). A pointcut can also be defined using (nested execution for depths greater than an integer value). Finally, pointcuts may be constructed using the two permutation operators perms nested (lst )andperms flat (lst ) that, respectively, allow to express concisely permutations concerning nested and flat pairs of calls and corresponding returns. These two constructors have been shown because its frequent use as a building block for VPA-based protocols. Other permutation operators specific for well-balanced contexts can be defined but are less useful. 
Fig. 4. Syntax of aspects over VPA-based protocols
Advice Ad consists of finite sequences constructed from the operator for closing call contexts closeOpenCall and calls to services of named components. An application of the operator closeOpenCall (m, n) inserts n calls to the return instruction corresponding to the call m.
Semantics
In this section, we informally present how the language extensions introduced in this paper can be integrated in the formal framework for the definition of small-step operational semantics for VPA-based aspects introduced in [14] . To this end, we first give a brief overview of that framework and then explain how to define the four new operators using this framework. Here in this paper, we will mainly discuss the semantics of the new extensions introduced in the previous subsection.
Overview of formal framework. The formal framework introduced in [14] defines the semantics of VPA-based aspects as a small-step semantics of the execution of woven program. Aspects (non-terminal A in Figure 4 ) are interpreted by repeatedly matching events of the execution of the base program with basic aspects p £ a. If the pointcut p matches, the advice a is executed and the next basic aspect defined using the repetition, sequence and choice operators is determined.
Pointcut declarations are translated into a pointcut VPA (in the sense as defined by Alur and Madhusudan [2] ). This pointcut VPA is then used during application of basic aspects to decide matching of, in particular, stack-manipulating calls and returns. Complex pointcuts that do not match individual execution events, such as regular expression pointcuts, correspond to paths in the pointcut VPA. As part of the operational semantics, program configuration containing the state of the pointcut VPA that evolves along with the base program execution.
Advice is inserted once the corresponding pointcut has matched by inserting the advice body -sequences of stack-manipulating return operations defined using the advice operator closeOpenCall or calls to component services -before, after or instead of the matched base execution event.
Definition of language extensions. In the remainder of this section we present how the extensions of the VPA-based language introduced in this paper can be defined using this formal framework.
Permutation operators. The two permutation constructors generate sequences of pairs of well-balanced pairs of calls and corresponding returns. The two permutation constructors have straightforward formal definitions, for instance, in terms of suitable restrictions of the standard permutation function. The resulting permutation defining functions can then be used during pointcut matching to recognize traces of events corresponding to well-balanced permutations.
General sequence operator. The pointcut VPA is constructed bottom-up by starting from nodes representing basic pointcuts that match single execution events and link them through transitions according to the sequencing, repetition and choices used in a pointcut expression. That is, depending on the type of aspect composition operator used in the pointcut expression, we apply appropriate VPA operations such as adjunction of paths (for choice operator) and concatenation (for sequencing and repetition operators) to build the corresponding composed VPA. The general sequence operator ; I can be formally defined as follows:
-Modify the matching semantics of the pointcut VPA, so that no interleaving of events is allowed between two consecutive matched events, i.e., that transitions formalize compositions using the sequence operator ; ∅ . More formally, if a pointcut p 1 matches the current execution event and if the VPA transition (p 1 , p 2 ) has to be taken next, the next execution event must match p 2 . (This is in contrast to the semantics used in [14, 4] Call-closing advice. Advice application formally corresponds to the insertion of transitions corresponding to the advice body into base execution steps. In the small-step semantics, the program then produces the next base execution event and makes the pointcut VPA (and thus the aspect) evolve to the next state. The advice action closeOpenCall(m, n) is no different: its effect simply is the insertion of n return operations corresponding to the call m.
Preservation of Compositional Properties
In this section we address the problem of whether compositional systems that are subjected to evolution by VPA-based aspects can be proven to preserve fundamental composition properties. Our main point is that, in contrast to general aspect languages such as AspectJ, VPA-based aspect programs are amenable to formal correctness proofs.
We use standard trace-based notions of compatibility and substitutability [23] in this paper. Two protocols are compatible if they do not give rise to any conflict during execution, i.e., no unexpected message is received during collaboration of two components according to their respective protocols. As a simple example consider two nodes that both join the file sharing system and employ two following protocols:
-The first uses the protocol shown in Fig. 3 that allows queries to be aborted when an abortRequest is sent in state 2. -The second uses a protocol that may issue abort requests at any time.
In this case the two protocols are not compatible because the protocol of the first node only allows abort requests to be handled in a specific state not all states.
Substitutability enables a protocol to be used instead of another one in arbitrary contexts. Substitutability of components is typically defined in terms of trace set inclusion: protocol p 1 is substitutable for p 2 if its trace set is a superset of the trace set generated by protocol p 2 . For example, assume that p 1 is the protocol that includes nested calls to query and reply and p 2 is the protocol that consists of only non-nested calls to query and reply. Then p 1 is substitutable for p 2 since the trace set of p 1 covers that of p 2 . Instead of in terms of trace sets only, more precise definitions of both notions can be defined by also taking into account failures over sequences of service requests, see [15] . Figure 5 illustrates the underlying model of component evolution and the compositional properties we consider. Starting from two protocols p 1 , p 2 that constrain the interactions of two collaborating components C 1 , C 2 a VPA-based aspect A is applied to p 2 yielding the protocol p 3 that defines the interactions of the component C 3 after evolution. As indicated in the figure we are interested in two fundamental correctness properties for components, compatibility and substitutability (see, e.g., [15] ).
Generally, e.g., if Turing-complete pointcut and advice languages are used for component evolution (as in AspectJ where arbitrary Java methods may be called in if-pointcuts and advice), such component properties cannot be proven formally. Furthermore, even in specific cases where a proof is possible, it can typically be performed only in terms of the woven program and not simply in terms of the aspects themselves. VPA-based aspects, however, support formal proofs of such properties because of their limited expressiveness and allow some important properties be proven simply by considering properties of the aspect language only. To this end we propose to exploit the "domain specific" characteristics of VPA-based aspects: proofs over nested contexts as well as regular structures can be performed directly in terms of corresponding features of our pointcut (indexed calls) and advice language (closeOpenCall ).
Concretely, we demonstrate in the following three different types of proofs of property preservation that are supported by VPA-based aspects: P1) Proofs that depend only on the properties of the aspect language, i.e., that can be performed in terms of the evolution aspect A only.
P2) Proofs that can be performed in terms of A and properties of classes of protocols to which p 1 and p 2 belong. P3) Proofs that require full knowledge of A and p 1 -p 2 .
In the following we will present three examples that illustrate the different proof types introduced above.
P1: supporting evolution of error handling. VPA-based aspects are unique (in particular compared to finite-state based approaches) in being able to handle a large class of traversals of distributed recursive algorithms, such as P2P algorithms. Frequently, error handling in such algorithms consists in terminating the exploration of some part of the network and search elsewhere. The action closeOpenCall (m, n) that we have introduced in the advice language directly supports such error strategies by allowing to close n nested calls of the method m.
We can exploit the precisely defined semantics and limited effect of the action closeOpenCall to prove some corresponding properties simply in terms of its definition. For example:
If p 1 ,p 2 are protocols that recurse using m, p 2 is substitutable for p 1 and aspect A employs closeOpenCall to add returns of m at the end of the execution of protocol p 2 , then the adapted protocol p 3 is substitutable for p 1 .
Imagine that p 1 is the protocol consisting of recursive calls to query and p 2 is an extension of p 1 but explicitly requires one reply in its definition (i.e., there can be more than one query but only one reply for the protocol to be complete). Since the trace set generated by p 2 is the superset of that of p 1 , p 2 is substitutable for p 1 according to the definition of substitutability. Now assume that protocol p 2 evolves through an aspect that uses the closeOpenCall to add a number of reply to close all open query so that p 2 can work well with another protocol which requires an equal number of replies to the number of queries should be available. The new protocol p 3 resulting from that aspect-based evolution is still substitutable for p 1 since the trace set of p 1 is included in the trace set of p 3 .
P2: proving compatibility for depth-cutting heuristics.
Recursive distributed algorithms frequently do not unconditionally stop traversals at the top level, but typically do so only in specific contexts. A common example are heuristics that are formulated in terms of the traversal depth from the node where the search has been initiated. Since VPA-based aspects allow the explicit definition of aspects in terms of the nesting depth using the pointcut operator D Hence, knowing the specific classes of protocols of p 1 , p 2 and class of the aspect modifying them, one can use the above rule to conclude that compatibility is preserved. Let us consider a more intuitive example as illustrated in Figure  6 . Fig. 6(a) shows protocol p 1 which provides basic implementation for a recursive query including sequences of queries and replies. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the protocol p 2 that implements an advanced recursive query which allows to cache results. (Note that we use the ' ?' character to denote remote calls to services provided by another component). According to the definition of protocol compatibility, p 1 and p 2 are compatible. To adapt protocol p 2 , an aspect is employed to dynamically skip the calls to query for depths greater than k, which is shown in Fig.6 
Related Work
There is few related work on aspect-based evolution for component-based systems that considers the preservation of correctness properties for those systems after being changed by aspects. As to the best of our knowledge, this approach is the first exploiting formal methods to investigate the preservation of compositional properties such as compatibility and substitutability for component-based systems that are subject to evolution by protocol-modifying aspects. However, our work still shares common interests with a large body of work covering aspects, components, and applications of formal methods on analysis and verification.
There are some approaches which consider aspect languages that support protocols, most notably [1, 5, 22] . Approaches [1, 5] feature regular aspect languages and a framework for static analysis of interaction properties. The language introduced by Walker and Viggers [22] , one of the very few approaches providing non-regular (but not Turing-complete) pointcut languages, proposes tracecuts which provide a context-free pointcut language. However, all of the above approaches do not use the language for an integration of aspects and components or explore the problem of property-preserving for systems that have protocols being modified by aspects. Farías [9] has proposed a regular aspect language for components that admits advice modifying the static structure of protocols and considered proof techniques for the resulting finite-state based aspects.
There exist a large number of proposals that aim at applying AOP over component-based systems, e.g., [10, 16, 20] . However, the aspect languages in those approaches do not provide explicit support for component protocols. Some of these approaches consider component compatibility, however, in a limited sense to our work: aspects are usually employed in such work to transparently introduce adaptation to components and thus preserve component compatibility. Our approach, in contrast, focuses on preserving protocol compatibility even if aspects have visible effects on interaction protocols.
Few work on evolution of component protocols seems relevant to our work. Braccialia et al. [3] present a formal methodology for automatically adapting components with mismatching interacting behaviors i.e., conflicts at the protocol level. Protocols considered there are expressed by using a subset of μ−calculus. They do not consider how component properties can be proved in terms of proof methods that exploit properties of modification operators. Ryan and Wolf [18] investigate how applications can accommodate protocol evolution. However, this approach concerns mainly syntactic changes on protocols.
Another category of related work is the application of formal methods to analyse aspect systems, such as [11, 12] . Our approach differs from those approaches in that we exploit the protocol-based specificities of our aspect language to prove composition properties of software components.
Conclusion
In this paper we have motivated the use of aspects to define the evolution of components with explicit interaction protocols. We have motivated and introduced four extensions to our previously defined VPA-based aspect language that are useful in the context of component evolution for distributed applications: a depth-dependent operator, a general sequencing operator, two permutation operator for well-balanced contexts, and an advice operator to close open calling contexts. The first three extensions improve the expressiveness of the pointcut language and make it possible to express common evolution aspects more precisely. The last extension enables aspects to modify interaction protocols in a limited manner, e.g., to support error correction strategies.
Furthermore, we have addressed the problem of preserving compositional properties such as compatibility and substitutability for components that are subject to aspect-based evolution. The main innovation in our approach to handle this problem consists in the exploitation of the aspect language features to reason about properties of components modified by aspects. Concretely, we have shown that our VPA-based aspect language of limited expressiveness admit formal proofs of fundamental compositional properties in the presence of aspect-based evolutions directly in terms of the aspect languages.
With respect to future work, we plan to advance in two directions: language design and proof techniques for property preservation. We strive at the definition of a larger set of VPA-based pointcut constructors for distributed components; furthermore a more powerful advice language for protocol modifications should be included. Moreover, property analysis should take into account modifications made by aspect advice.
